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A b s t r a c t : The relativlstic correction (RC) to

the deuteron magnetic moment is investigated using the light-

cone dynamics. The restrictions imposed by the angular condi-

tion on the electromagnetic current operator of deuteron

arc discussed in detail. It la shown that the additive model

for the current operator of interacting consistuencies is con

sistent with the angular condition only for the two first

terras of expansion of the "good" current component J+
 S

^^v°

in powers of the momentum transfer Q * The RC into м. is

calculated using the matrix element of the "good" coftponent

Л ana is found to be equal to (0.6 • 0.8).Ю"
2
 ^^/«Зшл

for realistic ГО-! potentials. The account of ДС decreases es-

sentially the discrepancy between the theoretical and experi-

mental values of y^j/ . The possible solutions of angular

condition for the squared in <̂ . terms of the ]+ current

component are also discussed.
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I. Introduction

In nonrelativist ic nuclear physics the magnetic moment of

the deuteron can be expressed through the nucleon magnetic mo-

menta and the probability of the D-state admixture /l as

follows

The experimental value of A^cf i s l e s s than the sum

by 0.022 nuclear magnetons (n.m.) and to achieve an agreement

between y 4 ^ and 14 , " i t i s necessary to substitute into

eq.(1.1) J^ • 3.9S»« However for r e a l i s t i c UN-potentials

fjb = 5.5 • 7/S (see, for example» the book ) and references

therein), therefore there i s a considerable discrepancy bet-

ween nonrelativist ic theory and experiment

AJ*A - + <•

Usually th is discrepancy i s attributed to the contribu-

tions of i ) r e l a t i v i s t i c corrections (RC) and i i ) exchange

currents (ЕС)Ф

The RC into МЛ are often considered to be model de-

pendent (see e.g. ref. ) ) because, as i t was originally

found by Breit ) , the contribution of the proton Dirac cur-

rent i s dependent on the product of "large" and "small" com-

ponents.

Moreover because the "small" components of a nucleon
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Dirac field are related to the contributions of Ш virtual

pairs which contribute also into exchange currents the very

possibility to separate the relativistic contributions into

on RC and ВС «as considered to be questionable (see ref.

) ). This model dependence of the RC for ju<£ may apparently

be clearly seen in the different calculations performed so far

(see» for example, papers -*) and references therein).

We shall demonstrate here that this problem can be cir-

cumvented using the infinite momentum frame or ligh-cone dyna-

mics. This method is well known in the elementary particle

physics where it was observed that the matrix elements of

"good" operators in the infinite momentum frame (IMF) are de-

pendent only on the positive - energy components of the Dirac

spinors. (For example, in the framework of the current algebra

the DIP technique was successfully used to derive the desper-

sion sum rules (see ref. *).) The advantage of the HIP analy-

sis is related to the rather simple fora of unitarity condi-

tion due to vanishing of the so-called «C -diagrams (see ref.

Ъ and the discussion in Sect. 4). As it can be shown in the

exactly solvable quantum field models the relativistic WF can

unambiguously be intriduced in the IMF only •*). In ref. ) the

IMP formalism was applied to the description of the deuteron

electromagnetic formfactors at large momentum transfer Q, •

In this paper we discusa in detail the region of small <£,

and show that the application of light-cone dynamics to the

calculation of RC to /4^ is very effective because tin vir-

tual ЮГ pair contribution is precisely accounted for in the

IMP.

It appears that inclusion of RC into A4g/ reduces es-
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sentially the discrepancy between theory and experiment»

To make the discussion more familiar to particle as «ell

as to nuclear physicists we use two equivalent schemes for de-

rivation of RC. The first scheme ) presented in Sect.2 is ba-

sed on the dispersion like calculation of the triangle diagram

(see Fig.1) in the IMF. The second scheme presented in Sect.3

exploits the relativistic Hamilton!an dynamics at infinite mo-

mentura and uses the formalism developed by Osborn J) and Beres-

tetsky and Terent»ev ). The operator angular condition derived

7 8

in refs. '• ) is found to be of crucial importance for our

analysis.

It follows from this condition in particular that the

presentation of the current operator of a bound system as a

sum of constituent currents can be valid only for the "good"

component of the current. In Sect.3 we discuss the restrictions

imposed by the angular condition on the linear and squared in

Q terms of a deuteron electromagnetic current. We demon-

strate also the equivalence of the first and second schemes

for calculation of the RC to M^ • In Sect. 4 we present the

numerical results for RC to Mot and estimations of RC to the

deuteron quadrupole moment» We also compare our results with

the results of other authors. For the contribution of the

nucleon anomalous magnetic moments into RC we rederive the
"** ̂ vt) "7=—-<» found by Breit )well known result — C-̂ So "** ̂ vt) "7=—-<» found by Breit )

for the <-> -wave deuteron» However our results for the contri-

bution of the proton Dirac current into RC has different mag-

nitude and sign as compared with calculations based on the

Blancenbecler-Sugar reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter equation.

In the light-cone dynamics the fonc of the relativistic two-
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nucleor integral equation with the Terent*ev's angular condi-

tion *) imposed permits to express the relativistic HN poten-

tial in the momentum representation through the nonrelativlstie

one. Using this correspondence we have calculated the RC into

^ai for the Hamada-Johnston (HJ), Reid soft core (RSC), and

Paris potentials (PP)# Те found that the RC is dominated by the

D-wave deuteron WP and is equal to (in n.m. ) 0*80*10 for HJ,

0.7V 10~
2
 for RSC and О.63-1О"

2
 for PP.

In Appendix A we discuss the equivalence of the diagrama-

tic approach used in Sect.2 and the hamiltonian light-cone dy-

namics used in Sect.3* In Appendix В we explain how to formu-

late the angular condition as a restriction on the matrix ele-

ments of current in the Breit system.

2. Light-cone diagram technique for the

calculation of fornif actors

In order to use the light-cone decomposition of the deute-

ron ware function (WF) over the real physical states (see fig.

1) we quantise the deuteron WP at the null plane £*-Э& « о

and use the reference frame with the momentum transfer to the

deuteron

+=fa <*•+**)* ° C2.1)

In th» null-plane, description the # - ~ £ 3 P # * » * ^ ) , /2t

components of particle momenta are conserved while the f*-~

component 1л not conserved. For fy+ « 0 tile contribution of

th* non-00variant diagram of fig*2 which describes the virtual
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ЭТ-pairs In the intermediate state i s equal to zero (for more

detail aee Sect.3).

Though the analysis does not depend on the choice of the

reference frame it is convenient to use the infinite momentum

frame (IMF) where the momenta of the initial and final deute-

ron are given by

(2.2)

The use of IMP is very convenient because in this frame the

old-fashioned noncovariant diagrams and light-cone diagrams

are equivalent (see ref. ) ) and everywhere here we use this

equivalence*

For spinless particles the vanishing of noncovariant dia-

gram of fig.2 in the Ш Р can be demonstrated by the comparison

of the energy denominators of the diagrams 1 and 2. Inclusion

of spins involves some complications due to the so-called in-

stantaneous exchanges (see, for example, ref. ) }•

It is rather well known that the relativistic effects doe

to relative motion of initial and final deuterons (due to Lo-

re ntz transformation) are present even in the Bethe-Peierls

(zero-range) approximation. To illustrate this point we brief-

ly consider the example of a scalar deuteron, consisting of

two scalar nucleortj. The calculation of the diagrams 1 and 2

in the reference frame defined by eqs. (2.1)-(2.2) shows that

the contribution of diagram 2 is negligible due to the factor

-ТЪ and that the diagram 1 contribution is equal to



and YL are the momenta of proton and neuteron, *C is the

vertex constant ^ ~ * л Л ^ . The second and the third denomi-

nators come from the energy denominators Г£у —CL-I^+tfJ and

E " f ^ + f J in the Ш Р and together nith the •vertex

constant К can be combined into relativlstic Bethe-Feierls

IP's

>.4>

Bare '™i end ^<x are the masses of two nucleon systems in

the initial and final states.

It can be seen from eq.(2.4) that account of the recoil

•fftct in relative momentum leads to the tern 1У*»«О£л union

is different from the nonrelativistic case я- ̂ .̂  • Thid

fact «as firstly noticed by Cheng and Wu ). In our case we
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have to account not only for recoil effects bat also for spin

rotations*

It i3 necessary to remember that the «C* -diagrams and

the contact diagrams (which may be present for spinning par-

ticles) are different for different (good, bad or worre) com-

ponents of the electromagnetic current and al l those undesi-

rable contributions are maximally suppressed for the "good"

component /+ •=• —p. ( je +J 2- ) • Thus in line with experi-

ance of current algebra ' ) wJ shell calculate the matrix

element of the good component /-f which is proportional in IMP

to 1 (undar tha same normalization /j_ ****/& and. J—1^ /J?

for x: —* со ), Therefore for good component the contribu-

tion of intermediate stafcas v/ith lai-ge nasses is suppressed

and the saturation of integral by the intermadlate states with

low masses is expected to be a good approximation. Another

argument for the use of the j-$. component comes irom analysis

of the angular condition and the current conservation law in

the framework of the light-cone Hamiltonian dynamics (see the

discussion in Sect.3)*

The matrix element of 1+ depends only on the "large"

(pGsitive-energy) componnnta of Birac spinors. Thus i?e cen

unambiguously calculate the ЙС to Mc( n o t only for the

contributions of nucleon anomalous magnetic moments but also

for the Dirac current of proton,

The matrix element of current J+ which corresponds to

the diagram 1 can be written as (see also Sect.3 and Appenaix

A)



Here

f
fff

are the f> ** ~* oi and Ы —> f>** vertex func-

tiona;

г

P
s
 P

' 1 and (\
where ' 1 and (\ are the isoscalar form factors of nuc-

(d )X )
leon;

and £ (d )X ) are the polarization vectors of initial

and final deuterone, 6 (?"•><)) and £* (?ln>X) шхе
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the polarization vectors of the in i t ia l and final two-nucleon

systems* Por transverse polarizations Д = t 1 the four-

vectors €• (dy X) and £\P**->*) coincide but they are

different for the longitudinal polarization A » 0

Note that the fonn of ^(P^f^) giTen by eq. (27) i* fixed

by the change conservation condition

where *S?/ i s the deuteron charge.

The scalar products of the four-momenta of nucleons /» ,

Ц. and -O have actually a dispersion for»

5 " (2.8)

Л
A

with f*4 and /Ту. given by eq. (2.4).

It can be seen that eq.(2.5) can be interpreted as a

double dispersion integral over the masses of init ial and final

two-nucleon states. This form reminds тегу each the current
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algebra mm rule* and means that we here saturated the вот

rale for the current J + by the contribution of two-nucleon

intermediate states. The latter saturation can be justified )

by the experimental fact that the inelasticit ies in the J « 0

HH-ohannel are very snail up to the masses M^~~ 2.5 GeV

which i s far above the V -«meson production threshold*

To achieve a straightforward correspondence with the non>

relativist ic case i t i s convenient to express eq.(2.5) in

terms of two-component spinors and use as a dynamical variable

the three-momentum 4C introduced by Terent'ev ^)

* »

The vector 4C can be interpreted as the proton momentum in the

deuteron rest frame*

finally we obtain (for detailed analysis of the transition

from 2-component to 4-component formalism see Appendix A)

«bere 4C is the momentum of the recoil noeleon

(2.11)

Ал**
lote also the useful relation between M and
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(2.12)

In eq.(Z.IO) \J^ ( K ' has a structure of the nonrelati-

v i s t i c WP of deuteron

and it can be proven (see refs. '3»
1
'*} ) that in the two-nucle-

on approximation the forms of relativistic IP's 'M'*/ and

1лГ(
/
К) coincide (up to the trivial normalization factors) with

the nonrelativistic «J - and 0° -waves. This correspondence

of relativistic and nonrelativistic WF's will be discussed in

Sect.3 where we derive eq.(2.10) using the Hamiltonian light-

cone dynamics in the operator form.

The matrices H , \У and И in eq.(2.10) which take

into account the relativistic rotations of nucleon spins are

given by

С?"» ^ )where C^ji ~ ^f* , V ? r | " and CP > ' * / are the

nucleon four momenta in the rest frames of i n i t i a l and final

deuterons and *^p~ i s the Wigner rotation of spin 1/2 when

the mmentum p i s constructed from the rest frame momentum
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by the sequence of two Lorentz boosts

(2.15)

The matrices l^p and *^nT can be written as follows

(2.16)

Choosing the reference frame with the DC -axis along

we find the following expression for

We shall show in Sect.4 that eq.(2-17) contain the important

relativistic correction ОАА^^^Л'^Ы • However firstly

it is Important to discuss the selfconsistence of eq.(2.17)»

In general eqs.(2.5),(2.10) define four independent sca-

lar functions of <pj_ while the deuteron current can be des-

cribed in terms of three form factors. Therefore or. the matrix

elements of J+ should be imposed one relation (angular condi-

tion). If we forget about angular condition we find that the

final result for deuteron form factors as it follows from

eqs.(2.5),(2.10) is dependent on the choice of the deuteron

polarizations / and Л . The reason ie that the contribu-
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tions of UN-pairs and contact terms may be different for lon-

gitudinal (И ,А я 0) and transverse (Л;Л » -1) polariza-

tions. Indeed in the IMP diagraraatic approach the 0 and -?

components of the polarization vector & f*f) Л ~O) are pro-

portional to •*• at t ~» *e while a l l the components of

£ <V? A- - i ) are finite in this limit. Evidently in the

matrix element 4 off X'~ 0 lj + I °*> >~ 6 ^ two f i rs t diver-ff

gent terms are cancelled and the final result is of the same

order of magnitude as for transverse polarizations. Therefore

i t is not clear whether the virtual pair contributions which

may be resurected in the vertex parts for Д ~A " ^ are also

cancelled in the matrix element.

However this problem ia important only for calculations

of matrix elements \M±t±4. and Дл$<*1 'and is absent in our

case. Moreover as we shall see from the following discussion

in Soct.3 the linear in ^ terms of the current operator J-f.

satisfy the angular condition v/hich means that the result (2.17)

is 3olfconsistent.

3. Electromagnetic current of deuteron in the

lipht-cone dynamics and angular condition

The relativiatic light-cone dynamics of systems with a

fixed number of particles was discussed by many authors (see,

for exenple, papers '~9t15-I9J ^ ^ references therein). Usu-

ally this formalism exploits an operator realization of the

?oincarc £roup in terms of dynamical variables describing the

individual partiules with the init ial conditions fixed on the

null plane i s ~ 5 (see, for example, refa. 7~9»15-17j ^
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Below we use the procedure of refs. °* *»•') to construct the

null-plane Hamiltonian and state vectors. Y/hile considering

the current operator and angular condition we use ti. > forma-

lism developed in refs. '' ). New points in our general dis-

cussion are related to the formulation of restrictions imposed

by the angular condition on the first and second derivatives

of the electromagnetic current operator over %• at ̂ . = 0.

3.1 • Hamiltonian and states

Intriducing light-cone variables

we define the Hamiltonian

where Ai is tho square mass operator of a system. The Hamil-

tonian (3«2) describes the evolution of a state vector in tie

light-cone "time" X+

Por two-body ^W system the с.л. and internal variables are

given oy



(3.4)

and /И includes the free square м а е operator

o.»

as well as the interaction term

(3.6)

To describe the deuteron ae a two nucleon system with a

giren angular momentum we take the interaction dependent on

the internal rariables only and satisfying the Terent*er*s

angular condition °). To realize this we write V& in the fora

where ^j? and **£ were defined by eqs.(2.i6) and the opera»

tor W - ^ commutes with the spin operator of the systea in

the additiTe representation

o. 8 )

lote that in eq. (3.8) ̂  is a three dimensional rector with

the components >*^L and "ffj defined by eq. (2.11).
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The condition

r\x/
<
Л)

^
 U

 (3.9)

means that the interaction operator
 yv

f>n (as in the

nonrelativistic case) should be rotationally invariant in terms

of internal dynamical variables and spins* In the representa-

tion «here the spin operator is given by eq.(3*8) the relati-

vistic two-body integral equation can be written as '-
3
»
1
*)

where 'рц is the scattering amplitude and /̂

s. СЧ 7?Ь A^pftC^)) is the phase space factor. Eq.

(3*10) can be derived from the two-body Weinberg equation

") imposing on the kernel of that equation the conditions

(3.7), (3.9) (see, for example, refs. 1
3 - U , 1 7 J j

#
 in principle

the relativistic two-body equation (3*10) could be used to

determine the relativistic UN-potential through the UN-scat-

tering phase shifts. This is, however, not necessary because

we can use already well known NN phenomenological potentials.

Indeed, for particles with equal masses ^^p **t,
t
=**»

 w e

the following eubstitutions
 1
*)



г;

(Э.11)

we find that eq.(3*10) «111 exactly coincide with the nonrea-

listic LLppmann-Schwinger equation. This property of the rela-

tiviatic equation (3*10) for Ш system reminds the principle

of minimal relativity (see, for example, ref. ) )• It is

worth to emphasize however that relationship between the IT

and'scattering amplitude is different in these approaches*

Therefore using the correspondence rule (3*11) we can express

the relativistic Ш potential in momentum space through the

nonrelativistic one. The same correspondence rule can be used

for the bound state wave function. Indeed the relativistic wave

function differs from the nonrelativistic one only by the nor-

malization factor

The only complication in the description of two-nacleon

system as compared, with the nonrelativistic case is the compo-

sition law of angular momenta. In the light-cone dynamics the

state vector of a particle with the momentum f* is construct-

ed by applying the transformation Lr \P ^"P ) to the rest

frame state which is equivalent to the product of two Lorencz

transformations (see, for example, ref.
 1
') )
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where ^ o 5 (Q °) and $ ~» ° ° . Because of that

the expansion of the deuteron 3tate vector in terms of two-

nualeon states contains spin-rotation matrices ' )

P= z

where A */f ' вхе the projections of the deuteron (nucle-

опз) spins on the third axis, KSO

 (K > = U ( K \

with the normalization condition ^ / ^ V V

and the spin-rotation matrices v are given by eq.(2.16) of

Sect.2. The deuteron state vector in (3*14) is normalized as

follows

(3.15)

Let us note that the propagator in eq.(3*10) is the same

21

as in the quasipotential equation }. But there is also an

important difference. Unlike the quasipotential the interaction

term in eq*(3*10) does not include the contribution of sectors

with different number of particles and is also restricted by

the angular conditions (3.7),(3*9).
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3»2. Current operator and angular condition

It i s convenient to define a current operator at th» ini-

tial light-cone surface Xf. « 0

(3.16)

Then the Fourier transformation of the operator (3.16) defines

the current operator at the momentum transfer "t'

(3.17)

At the surface Q+ • 0 the operators J-+ and

the positive and negative energy states* Moreover the operators

{± (?t"°) ii )
 ввЛ

 Д ^
a
 ^ <M do not create

pairs from the vacuum because the latter has &+ « 0 and any

physical state has f+ > 0
 4
»

1 1
) .

For a system of noninttracting particles the current ope-

rator is the sum of the operators of individual particles

o
.

1 8 b )
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In general case the current operator may depend on the inter-

action between constituents. As it was shown in refs. '* ) the

relativistic invariance and the angular condition impose very

important restrictions on the current operator. The importance

of angular condition imposed on the current matrix elements

in the IMP for saturation of current algebra sum rules was

understood long ago by Dashen and Gell-Hann ). This condi-

tion was initially formulated using transformations of the

current matrix elements from the IMP to the Breit frame. A

somewhat different form of this condition was formulated in
7 Q

refs. '* ) where the commutation relation of the current ope-

rator with the Foincare generators were used.

To formulate the angular condition in the operator form
7 Д

'* ) it is convenient from the beginning to separate the de-

pendence of the current operator on the cm* variables. It can

be done considering the commutation relations of J* and Jx,

with the Foineare generators which do not contain the inter-

action ( rj ,JU t M+f » ̂ 4-- end "j'h ). As a result the ope-

rators tj. and /A
 e
can be expressed as follows

(3.19)

(3.20)
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3 A* i
ос r+ J--

(3.21)

where ц , r+ and ^д -1" *• ' Э 6L, are the cm. variab-

are the functions of the internal, variables only.

The algebra of commutation relations of Jdt:bJ^ with

the generators ^ - j which include the interaction is not

closed at the
#
 surface ^ + « 0 since it contains the derivatives

*/dftexid "7d$+* Nevertherless it is possible to derive
7
'

8
) the certain angular restrictions on $• (%j,)* Jji{£j) and

3~- (%l) which do not contain those derivatives and have the

form

4l

where

(3.22)
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* Л

In eqs.(3»22)-(3»23) ^* i s the square mass operator with

the interaction term M/ choosen in accordance with Sect.3*1>

Ho~ ^pnfi the free mass operator, and the spin operator

i s defined through the operator <&.,' given by eq. (3*8) as

follows

(3.24)

There is also restriction imposed by the current conser-

vation law

The uyetem of equations (3*22) can be reduced to one

angular condition for

X

The latter condition together with the transformation law of

under rotations around the third axis

art in fact тегу «rertrtcfcivt.
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It was assumed '' ) that these conditions may be suffici-

ent to ensure the relativiatic invariance of the current ope-

rator.

Рог free spin - 1/2 particles the functions 4/ »

and У*- have the form

"»ш -- ъ (d) -£***• с S «?

(3.28)

where >i Vpj.) and *^ *«i ' are the Dirac form factors.

The relations (3*28) can be found, for example, consider-

ing the spin-1/2 current in the HIP
 7

'
8
) . The terms £**&> %

^j *^ and Jp^ are dependent on the products of large-

large, large-small and small-small components respectively.

At this point we can already suspect that for Interacting

particles the functions 3^ №±) and K. (^j.) are expected

to be model dependent and the use of the "good" component of

current J+- is preferable.

To study this problem we write the current operator of

an interacting <ри. system as the sum of the f* and И. cur-

r e n t s

C3.29.)
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.

2 9 C
)

and consider how eqs. (3«29a)-(3«29c) should be modified to sa-

tisfy the angular conditions (3»22)-(3.26) and the current

conservation law. In eqs*(3*29) the transverse coordinates of

nudeons are defined as follows

(3.30)

and ^C± was introduced in eq. (2.3). Evidently, the result

does not depend on the cm. coordinate К± , thus we put

K» « 0 and expand the functions »7"j J^ and «̂ . in povyers of

• For the good component >/- С^ц^ we have

The «7- term is the charge operator. It commutes with the

mass and spin operators and therefore trivially satisfies the

angular condition (3*26).

Рог the linear in -̂JL term
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the angular condition (3.26) has the form

>.зз)

which holda for any ™ because )

Therefore two first terms in eq.(3.29a) are consistent with

the angular condition. On the other hand the bad -^ fax.) and

the worse O*_ (&/.,/ components s2iould be modified!

(3.35)

The current conservation law and the second relation of

(3*22) relate the zero order term in £_£ of ^ -«Lth the

li.iear term in ^( of J*

(3.36)

The solution of eq.3.(3.36) is
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Substituting tbia solution into (3.22) we find from the second

relation that in the lowest order in $•£ the worse component

should be modified by the contribution

therefore the bad and worse components of current for

interacting particles should be modified even in the lowest in

$1 approximation» the linear in ̂ x terms of Jx end У- are

related through the current conservation law and angular con-

ditions (3«22> to the squared in %x terms of f* .

Por th* second order in ̂ x. terms of J^foj.) the angular

condition takes the form

(3.39)

Substituting Af - ̂ o ** ^ д
 t a l d L n g l a t o e c c o u n

t that

W coanutcs with ^5 we can transform eq.(3,39) to the

following for»
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Let us consider the transitions between the states with

different masses but with the equal spins. Since tha operator

Ai commutes with the spin operator <£ we can write in the

subspace of the states with a given spin *У the following con-

dition

or equivalently

v 1 \ X >

where £ЬА~А~~Л , The operator Jj'^ can change the spin

projection by 0,1 and 2. Therefore we see that eq.(3.42) can

not be satisfied for all the transitions unless <ту*_ com-

mutes wlthV\T . If we choose for <A'ic the form (3.29a) given

by the additive iale we find that the condition CVW,^
K
 ]*%

can be satisfied only if )Xf ж const. Therefore we conclude
.__ -...__.__ /̂  has to be modified

where У* ^" describe* the contribution of virtual

pairs and contact teraa.
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Therefore we зее that for a ayatera of interacting particles

the additive form (3*29) of the current operator is consistent

with the angular condition in the constant and linear in ^

torm3 for the component J-f- only. For J± and J ^ components

the additive form (3.29) should be modified in the lowest order

in <£•_£ terms, though for the good component J-f- the modifica-

tion is necessary starting from the squared in fy-i, terms»

It is important to nc se that the operator angular condi-

tion (3-40) gives no restrictions on the diagonal matrix ele-

ments. To diccuos the3e restrictions and possibxe solutions of

angular condition for.О- 1 we present in Appendix В the for-

mulation of angular condition as a restriction on the laatriz

el•-.icnta of £/£*<• jh.'^ i*1 ЪЬе Breit system.

3v3. Matrix clement of the deuteron current

Taking into occount the results of previous sections 3*1

txnA 3«2 we write the matrix element of deuteron current in the

following form

J AA*ft-

> 4U+ "
where the О -functions oppervring di;e to separation of the

с.ш. motion are ommited (this ia marked by the symbols // ) .

Tho matrix element of the isoscalnr current of nucleon has the
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form

F< & 'Hj"'(b ' °>*•< >" W yr=

d'and the V/P's of и and Ct can be wr i t ten as follows

v/here '\ (**) and ly'(^) are defined by eq.(2.13) and

the momenta Kf
3
)

1
^' , Cf^H./ and the matrices vV are the

same as in eqs. (2.14), (2.16). llote that eqs. (3- 45) are comple-

tely equivalent to eq.(3»14). However they are better suited

for the analysis of correspondence between the Haniltonian

and the diagramatic approaches presented in Appendix A.

Stunning over the spin indices of nucleons and changing of

the integration variable ^ * ' *4 **Ss/3. <t^ wt obtain the

following expression r .

(3.46)s J «?„
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with *П£Х (t±-)**) defined by eq. (2.10). •

The state vectors /<o-*/ in eq. (2.10) and №-*/p- in eq.

(3*46) coincide in the IMP. Therefore we conclude that eq.

(2.5) calculated in the TUP and eq.(3*46) calculated in the

light-cone dynamics are equivalent (see also Appendix A).

Using the conventional definition of the deuteron Lorentz-

covariant form factors

with

we find the following relations between the matrix elements

and the form factors *V, G and

7 /5
ft,

+ -

where *7 ~ tfrJ- * ̂  i^al •

The magnetic moment of deuteron is defined through ©^ (0)

as follows
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(3.49)

which for our choice of the reference frame gives the result

defined by eq.(2.17)*

4. Numerical results and discussio"

Above we have demonstrated that in the light-cone dynamics

the relativistic correction to AiJ can be defined in unam-

biguous way. Let us now calculate its numerical value.

Using eqa.(2.10),(2.17) we can write for relativistic

expression of the deuteron magnetic moment the following ex-

pression

where О{ (**) describe the RC to
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In the first approximation in \J;/cj the RC to Mtf can be

written as

where «f^ - И1-4 »*».

' j r i" Г »^ ( 1 e | V4 ^ s u ,

Note that despite of the sraallnes3 of '^ the coeffici-

ent Ц»в. in (4.3) is of the same order of magnitude
 а
з *~ss »

?or example

1.36« 10"2 , C a o = 1.02 MO"2 and £ _ = -0.16.I0"2 (4.4)

у*^ДЮ№гЯБЯ0^Я1^..
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for the Reid soft core (RSC) potential and we have

J - 0.25-10"^ , QM. * 0.47*10 £ and cj/^ » 0.5^10

Therefore the <^ wave gives the main contribution into

The contribution of the anomalous magnetic moments of

nucleons into Oj^J (i.e. the term - g" n£ '°/4i$in eq.

(4.3) ) coincides with the Breit result ) which was also re-

derived in refs. Ъ . However the contribution of the Dirac

current of nucleons g F
4
 (

Q
) y$S has in our case even

different sign as compared with the result of refs. •
J
)

" "T ^ (°) \SS where the calculations were based on the

Blancenbecler-Sugar reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter equation.

This discrepancy can be attributed to the different treatment

of recoil effects, spin rotations and virtual pair contribu-

tions. In another words this difference is a consequence of

the well known fact that the unitarity ha? a transparent form

in the IMP only ). On the contrary the relativistic invari-

ance of the Peynman diagrams is
 M
accomplished only at the cost

of manifest unitarit . by lumping together intermediate states

1Й

with different number of particles and antipartioles" ).

The numerical calculation according to eqs.(4.1)-(4.2)

gives

0.80-10"
2
 f

o r
 the Hamada-Jhonston (HJ) hard core poten-

tial,

0.7'i -10"*
2
 for the RSC potential, (4.5)

О.63-Ю'
2
 for the Paris potential (PP).
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Therefore if we take into account HC the discrepancy (2*2)

between the theory and experiment will approximately be two

times less

* ** Z
4
^ /*d О.93-1О"

2
 for HJ,

0.74-10"
2
 for BSC, (4.6)

0.44-Ю"
2
 for PP.

The remaining discrepance (4.6) may be related to the simul-

taneous interaction of f with both nucleons (it could in-
24-

elude in particular the contribution of exchange currents ) )

as well as the admixture of nucleon resonances in the deuteron

WF
 2

- * ) . The former effect can be interpreted as the result of

coherent interaction of a photon with two quarks of different

nucleons (see the diagram a) in fig.3). The magnitude of this

contribution into MJ can be estimated as follows.

The quark model describes the magnetic momenta of baryons

with accuracy of (5 • 10)*10 under assumption that ^f -quan-

tum interacts independently with different quarks. To have a

coherent interaction with two quarks it is necessary for two

nucleons to be overlapped in the range of their own radii* The

probability of such an overlap is £ (5 • 10)% (see, for

26

example, ref. ) ) . Therefore the contribution of the cohe-

rent interaction of T̂ into /*V can be estimated to be of

the order of (3 • 10)«10~-? which i s of the same order of mag-

nitude as - з ' 1 ^ .

Some contribution to f*clt can also originate from the

isobar admixtures in the deuteron V7F ) (see the diagrams b

and с in fig.3)« The most important admixture i s due to the
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26
Л Л state which was estimated In ref. ) to be equal to

. ^ s (0.1 - 0,3)%* Por the о -wave «34 state we hcve the

following correction into Mj

£ 2

which is also of the same order of magnitude as <л ]/^at • *•?•

other orbital states were important the resulting correction

may have opposite sign and is expected to be smaller. Ая for

the mecnanism of fig.3c which is proportional to ( ^м*м

it may be contributed by the nucleon X * 1/2 resonances with
я

У • 1/2 and 3/2
+
 . If we treat those resonances as orbital-

ly excited stretched bags ) with t.
 s
 2 the magnetic dipole

transitions N -* H will be forbidden. The admixtures c- those

resonances in the deuteron WP is also expected to be much

smaller than ^ д .

We may conclude that the discrepancy (4.6) may be atribu-

ted to the mechanisms of fig*3a and b.

Hote also that the readjustment of *^j to fit the deu-

teron quadrupole moment QJ using relativistic formulae is

small. Indeed, using the solution of the angular condition

which corresponds to the scheme proposed in ref.
 b>
'^) (see

Appendix B) we have calculated RC to 4 ^ and found it to be

of the order of 1%. It means that the corresponding readjust-

ment of 4jg should be of the order of 10~* and can be neglec-

ted.



5. Conclusion

In the present work we applied the light-cone dynamics to

the calculation of RC to the magnetic moment of deuteron using

two equivalent schemes. The first one is based on the disper-

sion like calculation of the triangle diagram in the IMF. The

second scheme exploits the Hamiltonian light-cone dynamics and

the operator angular condition. We have found that the additive

model for the current operator of interacting constituencies

1з in agreement with the angular condition only for the first

two terms of expansion of the "good" current component 1+ (fJ)

in powers of <Jj, •

This model should be modified for the squared in ̂  terms

of J+^j.) and for the lowest order in <£. terms of "bad"

L(^x) anti "worse" J- (^xj components. Those modifications

can be attributed to the virtual pair contributions as well as

to the contact terms.

le have demonstrated that for the models without exchande

currents the RC to JA^ in the IMP depends only on the rela-

tivistis motion of nucleons, because M^ can be calculated

using 1+ component of current where the virtual WS pear

contribution is absent.

The numerical value of RC toy4»^ is about (0.6-0.3)-10~2

n.m. and if it is taken into account the discrepancy between

theoretical and experimental values of Mj diminishes by two

times. The remaining discrepancy (0.4-0.9)*10"2 n.m. may be

related with the coherent interaction of у with two quarks

of different nucleons as well as with isolar admixtures in the
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deuteron WP. The RC to the quadrupole moment of deuteron ic

estimated to be of about 1^.

The restr ict ions imposed by the angular condition on the

matrix elements of the о = 1 current in the Breit system are

also considered. The solution of the angular condition for the

squared in <̂ . terms of the matrix element <W Л IJ+(1

i s found for which a l l the virtual pair contributions are

present only in the transition with У. = A ' = 0 .

7/e are very grateful to L.L.Frankfurt and K.V.Terent'ev

for many stimulating discussions and useful remarks. V/e wish

also to thank Yu.A.Simonov and K.A.Тег-Martirosyan for useful

discussions and I.L.Grach for help in calculation of the RC

to the deuteron quadrupole moment.

Appendix A

In this Appendix we prove that the covariant expression

(2.5) for the matrix element of current taken in the II.IP i s

equivalent to the result (3.43)-(3*46) given by the Hamiltoni-

an light-cone dynamics.

Following ) we introduce two four-component spinors in

the representation with fe ~ ( o-I/

and K£(f>J=rf*(~ * у] (АЛ)

SL(2,C)-matrices



Г
5
fi."fi • fS 0*1, O) . The relation between & v and

is given by

where

VCf)»-_... „
КЛтА)

(see also eq.(2.16) ). Eq.(A.3) can also be written in the

form

E

.here

The соvariant generalization of eqs.(3.45) has the obvious

form in the deuteron rest frame

9
Ы
 («

л

У , V ^ )where С ~CJ $ , W i n ^ i s given by eq. (2.6) and
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Чр t")^) i s ^ц deuteron polarization vector, ^o (&j

€:(и/)Л) ~ &{\ I %t(M^) is defined by eq.(2.6) and

and /• are related to *<C*O and ̂ о(^) as follows

The transformatijns <.\'f'^"f>/ form a subgroup of the

Poincare group (which is not so for Л ff>^-^)). Therefore

eq«(3«43) has the same form in arbitrary reference frame

< fr? ) ^ (A.e)

( <L ) I ?where /f t-y, > р г ^ ( <L ̂ d) I

However a caution should be taken in the generalization of

eq.(A.6) for arbitrary reference frame because in the covarisnt

description we should define the four momentum for each state

but the definition of ^L -component is ambiguous due to the

nonconservation of #_ . Indeed the dcuteron polarization vec-

tor in an arbitrary frame has the form )

X)

where
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oiy \ (A. 10)

-i о

am! i3 different from the Dolarisation vector of the two-nuc-
\

leon system in the same frame

" (A.11)

where ^ ( j l ^ ; ^ / and ^2-- (P^j^J a:~c the за-пе but

( f w <r~^ivC) is different from Lp(r(*f<-0t) ( ^ ~

in cq.(A. 10) should bo changed to /i+*?_ and /И ).

The correct for:", of »q.(A. 6) in an arbitrary franie which

ies the condition {h*Q) 12

(зее also eq.(2.7) of the main text).

The relation between the polarisation vect-огз (A.9), (A. 11)

and the vectors Яр(<*)Л} , Q.o (i^yLf *) .vnich -,v-re used in

Soct.2 (eqa.(2.5)»(2.7) ) and defined according to
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is given by

-i ri r

where ^D is defined by eq.(A.4).

The matrix element of the isoscalar nucleon current can

be written in tlie covariant fom as follo7/s

In the light-cone dynamics the most convenient represen-
. /X O)

tation of the Dirac spinors is one with the diagonal K^S^Q ^ y

and ^ *^ tti h

tion of the Dirac spinors is one with the diago

d /W~(X OJ • ̂
n
 *^

е
 representation we have

where in the IiJP the ratio of the lower ("small") to upper

("large") component is
 />

*
7
/y9

+
 -* О . Substituting (A.io)

into (A.15) we get for the J 4 component eq.(3.23) ar.d find

that in any frane J+ depends only on the "large" components

of spinor (A.16).

In the IUF the rotation matrix ^Q is the unit matrix and

all the V/igner rotations in eqs. (A.3), (A.5) and (A.14) dis-

appear

(л. 17)
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Thus substituting the covariant representation for the

deuteron vertex function (A.12) and the nucleon current (A.15)

into eq.(3.43) and taking into account (A.17) we immediately

transform it to the fora (2.5):

$

Apporv.lix S

In thi3 Appendix we di3cuss the angular condition for

i ^ . ij'j, defined by eq. (3.3D in the case S = 1 which fol-

lowc directly from the restriction on Its matrix elements in

the invariance of the matrix e.loment > <r+ ' "f

nder the boo3ts along and rotations around Jf- -axis we can
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write in the Breit system

where CL , Ь , С and &C are constants in the lowest order in

<2j, and J," , J
 a
 is the spin operator. Eq.(B. 1) gives the

following expression for the matrix elements of r^xx

are only important for our choice of the Jc axis along

св.2)

All other matrix elements of *^ХК
 a r e

 °̂.ual to zero.

Then we should transform the matrix / Ч ^ х to the spi-

ral basis which is defined by

where the last rotation corresponds to the change of quantiza-

tion axis the first rotation is the same as in eq.(A.13) and

for the Breit system hac the fore )
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with Ы ~ '^d
 +

 *
X /

T 7 . Therefore in the spiral basis the

matrix Ali'î  con be written as

In the Iowe3t order in G± we get

(в#6)

/и
and all the other matrix elements of ' 'Xjc are equal to zero»

The angular condition requires А-Л 0 « 0 or 1 in the

spiral basis (B.5). It can be satisfied if

? +
 Ы
=° (ВЛ)
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It follows from eq.(B.6) that the angular condition is

more restrictive for transverse polarizations in the ' -basis.

This result is in qualitative agreement with the restriction

(3*42) derived from the operator form of the angular condition

given by eq.(3»26).

If we take J-Л in accordance with eq.(3.29a) the angu-

lar condition (B.7) will be violated. To satisfy it we should

modify оЧ'ц- as compared with additive model (3«29a)

where 0 "jk can be treated as possible condition of virtu-

al pairs and contact terms. The structure of the matrix element

will be given by eq. (B. 1) with four constants Ой, , fle,

and Oa in the lowest order in <£± . Then the angular condition

(B.7) will have the form

A. rg+ fig) i- d+ &ot ~ о
А
 ч
 (в.9)

One of the solutions of eq.(B.9) in which the matrix elements

of О j-.'ьг can be described by a single constant has the

form

(3.10)
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In refs«
 b
»'^j there was argued 'see also Introduction)

that the virtual pair contributions may be present only in the

matrix elements of /-f for longitudial polarizations J or A :

- 0. If we require that only the matrix element ^Xx.
 J

^

3hould be modified we find

Then eq3. (3.11) together with eq.(B.9) define unambiguously

all the matrix elements of о ^xj£ through the matrix ele

of v v v an^ w e

Therefore in this scheme it is enough to calculate only twc

matrix elements of <xjc ~^ 0 J~x*- with И —Л ~"*"̂ t and

. Tne matrix element for longitudial polari

ation can be i'ound аз follows

о)

We see that the scheme proposed in refs, * ) gives the pos-

sibility to calculate the matrix element of the virtual pair

contribution into J~xx. providing very useful solution of

the angular condition. However it ia not very clear how to

formulate this scheme in the operator form;
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П.

Pig. 1 jJoncovariant triangle diagram which in the DIP can be

expressed through the relativistic wave functions.

Fig. 2 Virtual pair contisLbution.



d A/* d'

d " d'

с

Fig.3 Diagrams corresponding to the contributions of:

a) simultaneous interaction of Of
1
 -quantur.. with two

nucleons;

b) admixture of nucleon resonances in the deuteron

WF;

c) nondiagonal transition H —> U in the intermediate

state*
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